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The PROBUS CLUB OF WHITBY 
CLUB NUMBER: 9003945 

 
Meets 1st Wednesday at 9:30am 

Whitby Bowling Club 
 

President:  Peter Cox 
                 Acting Secretary:  Ross Moore 
Committee 
Vice President:  Diana Paris                        Treasurer:  Barb Nichols 
Speakers:  Tim Sheppard           Newsletter:  Bronwyn Macfarlane 
Acting Treasurer:  Gaye McGill           Secretary:  Rob McLagan (in absentia) 
Almoner:  Len Curry 
 
Our July meeting opened with President Peter prompting plenty of smiles!  How? By quoting 
“Paraprosdokians. ”  (In the background imagine, softly playing,  “I get by with a little help from my 
friends,” as Peter asked someone else to pronounce Paraprosdokians ) 
 
 Where there’s a will, I want to be in it. 
 The last thing I want to do is hurt you.     But it’s still on my list. 
 Since light travels faster than sound, some people appear bright until you hear them speak. 
 If I agreed with you, we’d both be wrong. 
 We never really grow up; we only learn how to act in public. 
 War does NOT determine who is right – only who is left. 
 To steal ideas from one person is plagiarism.  To steal from many is research . . . . 
 
NEW MEMBERS:  Two new members were inducted at the July meeting.  Marcia and Dave Dunnett 
introduced Alan and Jean Bulleyment.  Jean was born in Yorkshire and both she and Alan have also  
lived on the African continent before coming to New Zealand in 1967.   
The Probus Club of Whitby extends a very warm welcome to both Alan and Jean Bulleyment. 
                              Jean and Alan receiving membership badges from President Peter 
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Acting Secretary’s Report:  Current membership for the Club is sitting at 124.  The highest number 
of members attending the monthly meetings was in July when 87 members were present.   A 
positive is that 36 members put in an apology, and only one member was unaccounted for. 
 
Treasurer’s Report:  “Still got money but we are going away again.”  (Who said that ‘brevity is the 
              soul of wit?’) 
 
Points of Interest from the Management Committee Meeting:   
(1) Extra Committee Members:  It has been decided to add two members to the Committee after 
nominations were received following the invitation extended last month.  Those appointed were 
Dave Kerse and Ian Webster.  Dave will be concerned with property matters, safety of members, his 
evacuation role as Warden and the facilities coordinator’s duties. Ian’s role will be related to 
membership administration. 
 
(2) Club speakers:  After consideration of a number of factors the Committee decided that there will 
be only one Club speaker at each meeting, with a warning bell at six minutes and a cut-off point at 
seven minutes.   In view of the time constraints members may choose to speak on one or two of 
their interests or experiences rather than attempt to give a full portrayal of their lives and times. 
 
 

 
ROSTER DUTIES FOR AUGUST MEETING 

(Please be there by 8.45am if you are in the first two groups) 
Setting Up:                                  Gene Brown,  Anne Watts,  John Watts,  Bronwyn Macfarlane 
Meeters & Greeters:                 Anne Watts,  Bev Marsden 
 
Morning Tea:                              Bev Shand,  Bev Marsden   
Seven Minute Speaker:             George Bright 
Thanking the Guest Speaker:   Ian Webster 

 

 
 

INTEREST GROUP INFORMATION 
 

Mah Jong             Reminder that this is now held twice a month on the 1
st
 and 3

rd
 Monday of each 

                              month from1-3pm, at the Plimmerton Croquet Club in Ulric St.  Anyone is free   
                              to join; if interested please ring Barb: 234 8415.  Remember if you are a  
                              learner you can still join one of these groups. 
 
500 Cards             3

rd
 Wednesday of each  month.  

 
Cinema                4

th
 Monday of each month at The Lighthouse, Pauatahanui.  Turn up before 

                            10.30am (see below) 
 
Stitching              This group is in abeyance for the moment.  
 
Dine Out              2

nd
 Wednesday of each month.  Contact Marcia or Dave Dunnett: 233 8997.   

                            See below. 
 
Outings               3

rd
 Thursday of each month.  Contact Diana Paris: 234 7683 

 
Photography       See the note below regarding the photography group.  
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Dine Out:  33 members attended the Dine Out on July 10th at La Bella Italia.  Despite the adverse 
and stormy weather conditions outside, there was an abundance of warmth and good cheer inside 
enhanced by the atmosphere, food and wine.   Positive feedback from all we spoke to confirmed 
overall enjoyment of the lunch.       (Did John Antliff really enjoy it?  See page 8!) 
  
The next dine out will be held closer to home on the 14th of August  at 15 Bar and Café, 207 Main 
Road, Tawa, at noon.   All meals are $15 at the cafe which is a 5-10 minute walk from Tawa Station. 
For for those travelling by car, it is just on the right as you head south into Tawa.   
If anyone would like to pre-book, please email us, or ring 233 8997.  David and Marcia Dunnett 
 
Photography: The two Photography classes looking at the basics of photography have both been 
completed this month.  Graham has no plans to run any future classes at this point; however he plans 
to start a Photography Interest Group about October to meet once a month and to go and take photos 
at various local locations, if there is sufficient interest. Please indicate your interest to Graham Craig. 
 
Outings Group:  On Thursday 18 July we met at the Visitor centre at Government House, the majority 
of us having travelled by car. We were a little early so the gates were not unlocked until 15 minutes 
before our booked tour. The Visitor centre has been recently created from the old stables and 
contains displays, interactive exhibits and a small theatre inside a former squash court. Our guide, 
Rebecca Burke, had only been working there since February but she provided us with a wealth of 
information and stories. 
 
Government House is the official residence of the Governor General, who represents the Queen. It 
was built between 1908 and 1910 and is one of New Zealand's most nationally significant heritage 
buildings. As well as being the home and office of the Governor General, it is also a venue for 
important events, including State Welcomes for visiting Heads of State, investiture and credentials 
ceremonies and for the swearing in of new governments. Distinguished guests including Royalty, 
often stay at Government House when making official visits to New Zealand. 
 
It has eight guest suites (without TVs), a self-contained apartment for the GG and family on the upper 
floor, as well as a ballroom, sitting rooms, service rooms, kitchens, and a wing of offices on the 
ground floor.  Only part of the ground floor is open to the public. 
 
In 2008 the House closed for major strengthening and refurbishment costing more than $44 million. 
This project involved seismic strengthening, removal  and replacement of the roof and the stucco 
panels, removal of asbestos, repainting the exterior in heritage colours, upgrading the water, waste 
water, storm water, power, gas, communication , heating, lighting and fire protection systems. The 
House reopened in 2011. The carpets we walked on were approx. 50mm thick and have been 
specially made so that a thin layer can be trimmed from the surface by a special machine, in future, if 
stained or faded. There were lots of art works and ornaments and mementoes  on display in each of 
the rooms. We did not tour the grounds but observed them and the view to the Carillon, from the 
Conservatory. 
 
After the tour some of us had lunch at Mojos at Wellington Zoo before ending a most enjoyable but 
tiring day. 

In Government House Dining Room 
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PROBUS TRAVEL   INSURANCE – NEW ACTIVATION POLICY 

PSP have been able to secure an extension beyond the policy renewal date of 30 November 2013.  This 
extension allows members to apply who start their trip between the 30th November 2013, and 29th May 2014.   
There is a condition attached to this extension, in that members are only able to take out this insurance within 
6 months of their start date.  Members are encouraged to contact Probus prior to submitting an application. 
This insurance cover is available to Probus members and one guest on any Probus or private travel. 
 Age limit – 100 years.  Pre-existing conditions can be waived. 
 Flat fee.   *  New Zealand Domestic and Australia $A99.00 pp. 
                                 * Worldwide (including NFI)  $A245.00 pp. 
Easy application – contact PSP for your TI Pack today. 
Toll Free 0800 14776 287  or  +61 2 9689 0200       Email: travelinsurance@probussouthpacific.org 
 

 
Reminder about the Wellington Male Voice Choir . .  Tickets are still available for the concert on 

Sunday 4 August, at the North Porirua Baptist Church.    You can phone Lis Pyle on 234 6655 or 
email lisanddave.pyle@xtra.co.nz   Profits are for counselling and social work services. Info about the 
Care Centre is on the church web site: www.npbc.or.nz 
 

 
CLUB MEMBER’S PROFILE FOR JULY 

 
Bev Marsden was our Club’s speaker for July, and she began with the words, “If I had my life to live over again, 
I’d try to make more mistakes next time.  I would relax.  I would be sillier than I have been on this trip.” 
 
Bev gave a snapshot of her life beginning with the fact that she was born and lived in Southland, with a brother 
and a sister.  Her dad was the local school bus driver for over 30 years for a neighbouring country school, and a 
motor mechanic.  Her mum stayed home, milked the cows, tended a huge vege garden, grew tomatoes in the 
glass house, and did all the family’s sewing and knitting. 
 
From the vantage point of being in her 70s Bev saw her life falling into 3 broad categories.  First was the 
wonderful childhood growing up in the country with all the opportunities of a supportive family and small village 
where everyone knew everyone else.  Entertainment was self-made.  There were no telephones in her village so 
the first time Bev answered a phone was after she started boarding in Invercargill.  Clammy hands and a 
squeaky voice was the result as she talked to a disembodied person on the other end! 
 
Bev’s education began in the “little” room in Drummond School, Southland, and then she moved into the “big” 
room.  A polio scare during her primary school years affected quite a number of youngsters so Bev’s mum who 
had had to leave school at 11 to bring up her siblings when their mother died of TB, supervised Bev and her 
siblings correspondence schooling.  1964 saw Bev at a technical college in Invercargill, and she began work on 
her 16th birthday as a shorthand typist, and continued to attend night school taking all the speed shorthand 
exams. 
 
If she had thought living in Invercargill had been a big event, it was nothing to the confusion in shifting to the 
capital city when she became engaged.  Commuter trains and trams were new experiences. Bev married in 
1962, with a son being born in 1963.  This was followed by adopting a daughter in 1966, with another daughter 
born 2 weeks before the Wahine storm in 1968. The next 20 years were spent bringing up the family, supervising 
Play Centre, working in school libraries and cleaning houses to help stretch the family’s income.  Bev now has 10 
grandchildren and 4 great grandchildren. 
 
The third part of Bev’s life was to return to full-time shorthand typing in a government department’s typing pool.  
She became a PA to the newly appointed Personnel Manager.  After 12 years redundancy occurred so Bev did 
some temping, then 4.5 years with a consultancy.  Since 2001 she and Colin have focused on their rental 
properties. 
 

mailto:travelinsurance@probussouthpacific.org
mailto:lisanddave.pyle@xtra.co.nz
http://www.npbc.or.nz/
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Bev has served in various roles as a member of the Association of Administrative Professionals NZ, at a local 
and national level, with two terms as Wellington President.  Since 1986 Bev has travelled and seen most of NZ, 
several Pacific Islands, Australia, parts of Europe, the UK, and has done some cruising. 
 
Some of the words with which Bev ended her profile are, “I may not have written a book or become famous but I 
would not change anything that has enabled me to reach this point in time.  Stepping out of one’s comfort zone 
may be frightening bit in the end opens wonderful new horizons and life can only get better.” 
 

TRADE TABLE 
The idea for this was raised at the June meeting by Annette Craig.  As she will be away for a couple 
of months, Gaye McGill has agreed to attend to the Trade Table. 

 
      Some suggestions about items members could bring along for the table are: 
          Excess vegetables or fruit from their gardens 
          Jams 
          Magazines – reasonably recent ones 
          Empty jars – clean ones 
          DVD’s 
          Plants 
          Empty plant pots – clean ones 
          Etc, etc 
  
One stipulation of running this would be:   
People who bring along items for this table, must check at the end of the meeting if their item is still on 
the table, and if so, they must take it home again.   
However, if any magazines were left they could be taken down to the Porirua Hospital for patients to 
use.  
No money is to change hand.   The table will be set up near the Probus book display. 

 
DR DAVE LOWE  -  GUEST SPEAKER FOR JULY MEETING 

 
When Dr Lowe was introduced it was made clear immediately that there are many facets to this 
man. His qualifications are extremely impressive; his PhD in Atmospheric Chemistry has seen him 
working as a scholar in Germany,  and working not only in NZ, but also the USA and Germany at 
Science Research Institutes.  For the climate change research work in which he was one of the 
many involved from 2004-2007, he was awarded a Nobel Peace Prize in Science. 
 
Dave described himself as a kid in Taranaki who spent many hours surfing, and found himself 
thinking about the environment.  The particular thing he mentioned was the amount of sewage that 
was then put into the sea! 

 

 Dr Dave Lowe 
 
There are two basic concepts regarding the atmosphere that we take for granted.  One, is that it is a 
huge reservoir but it is very thin.  Five kilometres up, the pressure is only half and is at minus 40 
degrees.  Two, that virtually all life exists in or below 5 kilometres.  Nitrogen and oxygen have nothing 
to do with the green house affect; carbon dioxide, methane and nitrosoxide are the damaging gases. 
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It is an interactive way in which the planet works through the atmosphere, the oceans and the 
biosphere (plants, animals and trees) so that it endeavours to maintain its own balance.  In the 1950s, 
an American scientist Dave Keating made measurements, from a remote mountain in Hawaii, to get a 
true feeling of the seasonal cycle, and the natural process, of the planet breathing.  In the two to three 
years of taking measurements an upward trend in CO2 parts per million in the atmosphere and also 
ozone depletion was noted.  The then DSIR (in NZ) was asked by Keating to take measurements.  
These were carried out at Baring Head and there were 380 parts per million. The CO2 ppm readings 
are higher in the Northern Hemisphere because of the greater land masses compared to the Southern 
Hemisphere where the larger areas of oceans absorb more CO2. 
 
Where does all the energy go? - into the stratosphere leading to ozone depletion.  In the 1920s 
Thomas Midgley introduced leaded petrol and while he suffered physically himself from lead 
poisoning, it continued to be used as an addition to petrol.  Working for DuPont, Midgley also 
introduced chlorofluorocarbons, better known as CFCs.  This was used in refrigerators and aerosol 
cans and was seen as a wonderful chemical.  Ozone depletion was happening but was overlooked – 
completely.   
 
Eventually the ozone depletion was noticed in Britain, and then in the USA, where the hole over the 
southern ocean is currently the size of North America.  DuPont suddenly agreed that production of 
CFCs needed to be stopped and more ozone friendly gases used.  This was a somewhat cynical 
approach by the company because of the greater profits which would be generated. Public concern 
became very clear and the media transmitted the related messages well.  Governments around the 
world followed the leadership of the USA and the EU so no CFC products are made for public use. 
 
Dave Lowe stressed just what a VERY complex situation it is dealing with the science of the green 
house affect.  His rhetorical question of: “Just how do you know what’s true?” gave pause for thought.  
There are so many alarmist stories with a false balance of things being portrayed.  How do we get an 

informed opinion?  There is NO debate: we are changing the climate. Misinformation plagues the 
climate change messages.  Speaking of the “Merchants of Doubt” and how the truth about smoking 
was kept under wraps for more than 30 years, it is happening again when it comes to climate change. 
 
As a scientist, Dr Lowe stressed the need for an absolute passion for getting things right.  As a 
climate scientist it takes decades to establish truth, not just a few years of study.  Any work that 
climate scientists have been involved in has to be subjected to the brutal process of peer review.  We 
need to keep this in mind as lay people when faced with newspaper/magazine articles, or television 
programmes.  What are the backgrounds of the people writing the articles or presenting programme 
content; has their work been peer reviewed, are they really qualified to make the claims they do? 
 

After working with Gareth Morgan for 18 months, on Morgan’s book about climate change (Poles 
Apart: Beyond the shouting, who’s right about climate change), published in May 2009, Dave Lowe 

says that Morgan got through to the truth as he persisted in dismantling all the aphorisms touted such 
as “it’s nature, not human activity that rules the climate”.  In Gareth Morgan’s words, “It sounds and 
looks okay but it’s all nonsense.”   
 
Dave Lowe went on to cite Occam’s razor which means the simplest answer is often correct. For 
example, coal fired power plants are causing an exponential increase annually in the green house 
affect which makes the production and increase of CO2 the main worry.  The rate and growth of 
temperatures means the heat increases end up in the oceans of the world. This in turn means that 
every decade is consistently warmer. 
 
Is there hope?  While on the one hand “power” means complicated systems as power companies just 
want to sell power; on the other, younger generations need to become fully informed and active.  
Those that are already want the merchants of doubt to be thrown into jail.  In NZ we could run 2 
million electric cars from 2% of our renewable electricity. We need to push for off grid power systems . 
. .  and we need people in the force for change. 
 
Graham Craig thanked Dave Lowe for his clear messages and challenging content. 
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SNIPPETS OF TRAVEL DIARY - FROM OUR CLUB SECRETARY, ROB MCLAGAN 
 

“We have certainly covered a lot of ground . . . At Stratford on Avon we saw a very professional and enjoyable 
interpretation of Hamlet and learnt much about Shakespeare’s life and works.  On to a brief stay in London where 
we saw the live Billy Elliot show which was absolutely memorable. 
 
From London we flew to Santiago de Compostela in Spain.  Ever since Julie and I came across the start of the 
Pilgrim’s Way in St Jean au Port in the French Pyrenees, we have been keen to visit the end point at the 
magnificent Cathedral in Santiago.  We were not disappointed.  In fact our visit to Santiago was one of the real 
highlights of our whole journey.  Exploring the Cathedral and talking to a dozen or more of the pilgrims who has 
just completed their journeys – one of over 3000 kms (and 15 kgs in lost weight) was both fascinating and 
inspirational.  Our stay there was certainly enhanced by our beautiful accommodation – the parador Hostel de los 
Reyes Catolicos – one of the oldest and most beautiful hotels in Europe.  Altogether a wonderful experience. 
 
We then travelled to Oporto, Lalim (a small village in the wine growing region in the hills inland from Oporto), 
Sintra, Vigo and Tavira.  From there we crossed into Spain again and have spent the last five days having a 
relatively quiet time in Montejaque in Andalucia – one of the beautiful puelos blancos (white villages) - which dot 
the region.  We had always planned to rest up here for a few days but this intention has been reinforced by the 
beautiful weather – read extremely high temperatures in the high 30s and even 44 degrees! 
 
We have experienced and enjoyed first hand why the Mediterranean countries adopt the practice of the siesta, and 
also how effective their houses are in remaining relatively cook even on extremely hot days and nights. It is 
fascinating to walk the village streets at night and watch the locals gathered in the small cafes and on the 
sidewalks outside their homes drinking coffee and beer until well into the night.  Often they have very small 
children with them.  Everybody we have met has been incredibly friendly and helpful, making our stay in each place 
that much more rewarding and enjoyable. 
 
As we have travelled around the various countries, we have bought CDs of traditional music – often we have heard 
it live – to play in the car. . . a folk music band from Galicia, the famous Fado music from Lisbon and a string duo 
from Ronda.  We have also enjoyed trying the distinctive cuisines from the regions we visit – some pretty exotic 
which test out taste buds, but a lot of fun. 
 
Very soon we start our final leg through the centre of Spain to Madrid and on to Barcelona, across the border to 
France ending in Paris on 9 August, and then head home.  While we have only scratched the surface, we now have 
a better appreciation of the history and culture of the peoples and places we have seen.  It will certainly add to our 
understanding of events which we read about when we are home again.” 
 

+++++++++++++++++ 
 

GUEST SPEAKER FOR AUGUST 
Wilbur Dovey, while now retired, worked for Foreign Affairs, 
and among other things was involved with the International 
Whaling Commission. 

 
 

BEHIND THE SCENES 
The smooth functioning of the monthly meetings is an essential ingredient in the makeup of any 
successful Probus Club. We may take pride in the fact that our Whitby Club is not deficient in this 
respect. We believe it is timely to sing the praises of two groups of volunteers and their coordinators 
who take responsibility for two vital functions – the setting up and restoring of our venue before and 
after our meetings, and the provision of refreshments at the tea break. 
 
For the first year of our Club’s existence we have been very grateful for Janette Kelly’s services as 
Facilities Coordinator.  Dave Kerse had been a regular volunteer in the facilities team and he was the 
logical choice when it came to appointing a new Facilities Coordinator. Following the successful trial 
evacuation of the premises earlier this year Dave also willingly accepted the role of Premises 
Warden. 
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Two stalwarts, Doreen Fleming and Nelda Hotop, have served as joint coordinators of the tea 
making team since the inauguration of the Club. With the help of rostered volunteers this 
enthusiastic and reliable duo has delivered about 1500 teas and coffees to a grateful membership. 
Such is their efficiency that they have indicated they will need only two volunteers each month in 
future and one of these will be a meeter and greeter. 
 
The role of others who regularly give service to the Club will be referred to in future issues. 
Members are asked to make the secretary aware of their availability to perform some of the duties 
required to make our meetings a success.                             (Thank you, Ross Moore, Acting Secretary) 

 
***************** 

President Peter brought the meeting to a close with a very succinct definition of what the secret of a  
good sermon is.                                                                                                      

“A good sermon has a good beginning, and a good ending, and these two are  
as close together as possible.” 

 

****************** 
 

 

 
  

“Yes, only one glass, ‘cause the sermon was good!” 
 
 
Bronwyn Macfarlane 
Newsletter Editor 


